LAUNCHPAD SCHEDULER DATA SHEET

Launchpad
Scheduler

put dynamic real time data to use

real time data // office integration // less administrative effort

Fully integrated

Dynamic real time data

Synergy Resources offers a product
that schedules and delivers your
Crystal reports. Fully integrated
with your existing Synergy Crystal
Launchpad, the Launchpad Scheduler
runs the same reports. It publishes
each report as a PDF file and
allows you to email those files as
attachments. This module runs
unattended under a system account

Report Rendering and Scheduling //
Render reports as pdf, xls, or csv files
and schedule exported Crystal reports
for delivery as email attachments
reports to internal and external users
Direct Printing // Schedule reports to
print to a specific printer
Dynamic Field Replacement //
Construct a personalized email, joining
a recipient to customer ID.
Update Database Commands //
execute stored procedures, flip status/
print tags

LAUNCHPAD SCHEDULER DATA SHEET

External Programming interface //
Run reports from VISUAL Macros &
Database Actions
Easily Configurable and
Maintainable //
Preview Tools // Email and Preview
tools available for configuring
schedules.
Calender Events // Month, week, day,
hour, and minute trigger events.
External Programming interface //
Seamlessly integrated with Crystal
Launchpad.
Dynamic Reports // Drop-down listing
of all Launchpad reports.

More time = more money.
Give your staff the
information they need to
improve performance.

Reduced administrative effort // Because
report delivery can be scheduled to run at
pre-determined times, such as the same time
each week, users can deliver their reports to
team members while focusing on more strategic
initiatives and tasks.
Reduced User Error // By automating the report
delivery process, the risk of forgetting to deliver
regularly scheduled (daily, weekly, or monthly)
reports can be eliminated.
Captures Real-Time Data // Scheduled
reports are configured to pull the real-time
data elements at the time of delivery, providing
up to the minute information for improved
decision making.
Easy to Configure and Maintain // Launchpad
Scheduler can be configured using easy-to-use
menus and forms. This gives non-technical staff
members the ability to con gure and maintain
the scheduling and report generation functions,
freeing valuable IT resources to concentrate on
more strategic issues.
Microsoft Office Integration // Launchpad
scheduler is fully integrated with Microsoft
Outlook, so that reports can be delivered
using standard office productivity tools that
users are already familiar with.
Synergy Resources provides a collection of proven
add-on applications and services for your VISUAL ERP.

Known as VISUAL Information Worker
Extensions, this collection was designed
specifically to enhance the capabilities of
VISUAL.
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